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The Collbratlcn at Trcnscn~! Speeds of a Mwk gC, Pltct Statx Head 
with and ivlthcut Flow thrcqh the Static Slots 
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SUKlVlARK -- 

The static pressure.errcr of a standard Mark ?A pxtct statx heed 

at transcnlc speeds has Ween measured m the R.A.E. (Bedford) 3 f't tunnel. -_ 

The static errcr mly be reduced slqhtly by sealme; the drain hole. 

The effects of both flcvr through the drain hoic and rate of altitude 

change were slmulnted .ond for n typxcal aircraft system the static error 

ccrrespcndmg wth a hl& rate of descent was found. to be small. 

Some tunnel lntcrference effects have beon observed. 
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1 Ixtroduc tmn 

The Mark 9A Pltot Static Head, as zllilstrnted in Pigs.l(n) ax% 2, 
1s a standard fzttlng on Brltlsh high speed aircraft. It has n drain hole 
between the pitot and static chambers: the airflow through this hole is 
intended to blow any moisture in the pitot lead through the static slots 
and thus prevent ice formatIon in the p>tot lend. Ja flight there is thus 
n continuous flow of zir through the statio slots. 

This report describes tests m&de m the R.A.E. (i3edford) j ft tunnel 
to deternine the static e~or of n standad Mk.9h hcnd at trnnsonlc speeds 
md the varlntlon of this error with slmulatcd rate of clunb or descent. 

Two hexds were tested to obtain these results. The first was a 
standard head with which both static and pitot press7xes were mezsur~A 
(Fq.l(~.)). The second was a stmdar8 head witn the pltot entry blocked 
and the drnln hole enlargdi (Pig.l(b)). This is referred to subseq1lently 
as the moduhed head.. The static error of the modil'xd head was measured 
with varioa? i'lorr l?<tas tnrough the stztic slots correspondmg to climbing 
or desccxdug flight. 

The results of tnese taste. have bten compared with some moasuremennts 
mde m free f'lq!lt using gromd launched rocket models. 

The ratio of ihe ar~:a of the stztic tube to the area of the working 
o0ct1011 WFLS only L.7 x 1&i; but some tunnel lnterfarence effects were 
o'bserved. 

2 Description of the Hc~ds 

The heads test& are shown x.n Flg.1. The modified head had. the sane 
external shape zs the s-c-Ada--d held, but the pltot atry was blocked 1 Inch 
from the nose. It !ms been shown' that the mternal flow within a pxtot 
tube does not msasurabljr persist beyond one dumetcr from the nose. With 
the pltot entry blocked five dumeters frcm the; nose it ~‘ae rexonable to 
assme that the flow round the nose of the modified head would be the mme 
as that round the nose or' the stlldard head with the drain hole sealed. 

The drain ho.Le of the nlodlfied head was enlnrg4. frovn 0.037 lnchcs 
to 0.062 rnches dxmetcr so that it WRS possible to pass up to four times 
the chokmg mass flow of the sixan&& dr%ln hole. 

The mounting of the head is shown in F1&>.2. The zak.9 head wne 
unaltered as far as the end of the tapered portion, where It u.sual1.y enters 
the wmc leadug edge. 

3 Equpment and Technl~~~ 

A description of the 3 ft tunnel and Its callbratlon at transonlc 
speeds has already been gxven by Morris2 and Suttonj. The worung sectxon 
w,'.s part-tlnlly recallbrztcd with the j" cone used m the enrlxr cal~brztlon 
to ol~ninate any changes vat.5 tune end to cover ;id.dltionzl stagnatIon 
prcasme vnlucs. 

In Fq.3 n statlo head,ia shown mount& m the transonlc working 
section. Tne ml.d,polnt of;tj& static ,Qots coincided :>lth the posltlon of 
the static holes 01: the calibmtron probe and the head was alimed 
accurately with the tunnai centre line. At about 10 inches from the stntlo 
slots thL\ flow was inclined at an angle of 0.1" to the tunnel centre lin&. 
The unifo?.mlty of the Uach number m this regzon 1s such that it 1s reason- 
able to assune the s:ace deviation u the flor dlrection at the sthtlo slots. 
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A prevlou~ loo speed tunnel callbratlon of a Xk.91~ head5 lndxated that this 
deviation would not prodme a siwnlfxant error m either the pltot or static 
pressures. 

The pltot lend,of the modified head could be connected via a needle 
valve to the atmosphere or to a suction pip. The pressure m the working 
section of the tunnel, and hence in the statxc chamber, was always helm 
atmospheric and air from the atmosphere could therei'ore pass throw the 
needle valve into the static chamber and out throu& the static slots into 
the mainstream Alternatively the suction punp could draw zu.r from the 
mainsxresm through the statx slots Into the static chsmber. The static 
lead transmitted the statx chamber pressure. 

The mass flows requred for thrs experunent were smzll (up to 2.10m5 
slugs/set) and sn orifice of 0.082 Inches dumeter was used to measure the 
flow. The maxunun Reynolds number RD (based on the orifice pipe alameter) 
was only 2500 so that tie orlflce was made to the design reoczmnended by the 
Germ %xxdsrd for low Reynolds nwnbers6. The standard does not quote 
discharge coeffxlents below RI, = 4000 and recommends that every mstnlla- 
tion should be calibrated. &zcordmgly the orlfxce was calibrated with water 
over the required Reynolds nunbsr range. This callbrntlon was checked by 
the dxrect dlsplncement of air from a measuring vessel over the same Reynolds 
number range. The disch,,rge coefficients obtalned from these calzbratlons 
agreed within 5% but as the water callbratlon was considered the more 
reliable this was used. 

The drain hole of the standard head W.S calibrated ay sealing the 
pltot nose rind the static slots and blowmg from the pItot lead to the statx 
lead: the mass flow was mcasurd mlth the orifice. This calibration 
provided a check on the sxe of the dram hole and gave the following 
relatron for the chokmg moss flm 

mc = 2.05~10 -7 H slugS/sec (1) 
where H = the mxnstream stagnatlon preysure m Inches of mercury. 

4 The Calibration of the: 'fforklng SectIon 

In the rccsllbratlon of the worklne. section the true iilach number was 
obtaued from that given by the callbratlon probe by the addltlon of a 
correction obtalned from the results of reference 3 (Appendu 1 and Flg.24(b)). 
The values of this correction are gxven In the follgwmg table 

1 Indicated Mach Number Correction to be added 
I.4 aM 

0.70 - 0.98 0 

0.98 - 1.02 Linear varintlon 
from 0 to 0.004 

1.02 - 1.20 0.004 

The reference static hole ~2s in the plenum ch,unber 67 inches down- 
stream of the throat. It had been used ~.n the earller cxlibratlon snd was 
also wed m these subsequent tests. 

5 The Accuracy of the C, Measurements 

Every pressure coefficient Cp 1s based on two pressure differences 
(conical probe pressure - reference pressure; head pressure - reference 
pressure) each of which may be In error by 0.03 inches of mercury, the 
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maxmum error of the m~xmletric bnlmces. Fierce when Mo = 1.0 we have: 

These 1lmlt.s udlcnte the errors which may occur in Cp md they have 
been indicnted. m the figures gxving the results. Althbqqh 111 all cases 
the sco.tter was wellwithm these llmlts consutent errors of the above 
mapnltu3.e are aot excluded. 

6 Tests 

All tests were made .-t stagnation pressures of I+0 ‘and 20 inches of 
mercury and a stapetlon temperature of 30°C over n Mach number range 
rrorn 0.85 to 1.18. these sta@xxtlon pressures correspond with flight at 
MO = 1.0 a-6 g,OOO and 26,000 feet. 3etween MO = 0.85 and 1.18 the 
Iteynolds nmber varied from 4.8 x 105 to 5.2 x I& a-d from 2.4 x 105 to 
2.6 x 16 ;t these rcspectzve stagnation pressures. 

The static pressure of the stcndzrd he2.d was measured as a dlfferenoe 
from the tuxxcl reference pressure and the pztot pressure ~3s measured 
3s a difference from the tunnel stagnation pressure. 

The variation of the ]ndxxtcd static pressux with Mach number was 
measured i'lrst for the mass flow r,tlos m/m0 = -I,0 and +I. These 
readings shoivtd the v,?rlatlon of mdicatcd stntzc pressilre both with mass 
flow snd Mach nxnnber. 

The statlo pressure error ‘at veqmg rates of dlsohnrge or inflow 
through the stntx slots was mcosured In detnll for hlach numbers of 
0.915 pad 1.125. These Mach numbers were chosen so th,lt 111 the expressIon; 

3C 

6cP = ".6(%o) + 2. 6M, 
a 4% 

dC 
5 was so smzll that with the likely errors in tunnel Mach nmber 6 M, 

the second term was negligible. Hence the law relatmg the static error 
with the mass flow could be dctennlned accurately. 

The pltot entry of the modified head was then filled snd rounded, 
3s shawn in Plg.l(b), to detcrmme the effect of this change of nose shape 
on the static error. 

7 Resul.ts -- 

7.1 The Prto;t Pressure Error of the Standard Head 
,' - 

zThe.ddlmenslonless pitot prossure~error i&-H /H YLS plotted as a 
> functlon~ of M&h.nunber in F1g:4, IFhere H 1s the 'tunnel stagnation 

prossme end II, the pitot pressure of the standard hezd. 

In thcz-figure the corresponding theoretical Curve 1s also given for 
the normal pltot rtlation in supersonx flow. 



Agreement between theory snd eqerment, mltrxm the indxated accurscy 
of measurement, 1s apparent over the whole Mach number range. Hence there 
appc,ars to be no sqnificont error in the pltot pressure due to the presence 
of the dram hole. 

7.2 The Static Error of the Standxrd Head 

Fig.5 shows the statxc error of the standard head in coefficient form, 
as Cp, against the true Nach nmber. As No u-creases above 0.95 the 
static error increases. This mm-ease m error may be caused by the approach 
of the shock wave ternmating the supersomc region on the nose of the head, 
or by the growth of the positive pressure region before the support, or by 
a combination of these effects. C P 

attams a mannmu at MO = 1.01. 

There 1s a sharp fall m Cp at both stagnation pressures, of about 
0.09 between No = I.01 and 1.025. The steepness of the curve Indicates 
that thx does not represent the passage of a wave reflected from the sxde 
walls. In the free flrght tests described by HomIlton the correspondmg 
fall 1n cp 1s only 0.016 hnd occurs at MO = 1.005. The fall in Cp 
caused by a norm.1 shock at MO = 1.005 1s 0.016 so that m the free flqht 
test the fall in C may be attributed to the passage of the rocket bow 
wave and IS not m fz uenced by th e flov round the nose of the head. 

In txznnel tests, wall Interference 1s believed to influence both the 
magnitude of this fall 111 Cp and the Mach number at which It occurs. In 
tests on static tubes in the slotted mall tunnel of the Faglish Electric 
~ompany8 It was found that DS the blockage increased, the fall in Cp, ,ond 
the Mach number at whxh It occurred mcreased. 

It 1s interesting to compare the sharp fall of C 
R 

m Flg.5 wzth 
the correspondwg fall m Cp obtained from the Englls Electric results. 

Test R. A. E. Englxh Electrx Free Flight 

Blocknge 0. ok~ 0.04is 

Fall in Cp 0.090 0.095 

Mach xmber 
at fall 

1.01 < M, c 1.025 1.02 

Fall 3n Cp due 0.060 
to normal shock (MO = 1.018) 0.067 

It ~111 be seen thxt the R.A.E. and English Electric results are III 
good agreement but that the experimental fall in Cp 1s greater thsn that 
for the corresponding normal sncck. This illustrates a possible effect of 
wall interference. 

In the R.A.E. tests, as the Nach number ucreases from 1.020 to 1.065 
Cp lncrcases from -0.02 to 0.05 at the higher stagnation pressure. The 
overshoot does not appear XI the free f.Lq,ht tests and hence is attributed 
to tunnel interference. In the English Electrxc tests on an 0.25 inch 
diameter probe (blockrge 0.034%) the corresponding rue in C 

R 
was 0.06 end 

Schlleren photographs showed that the reflected wave passed t e static 
slots at No = 1.G5. This reflected compressIon wave increased Cp to a 
max~mm at MO = 1.06 and was followed by an expansion wave whxh reduced 
% by 0.025 between No = 1.06 and 1.10. A slmllar explsnation can be 
applied to the results shown in Ekg.5, where Cp falls from 0.052 at 
M, = 1.065 to 0.026 at No = 1.105. 
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Thus when Mn was greater than 1.10 the reflected bow wave would be 
downstream of the statx slots and the head then free from tunnel inter- 
ference. The curve of Fig.5 for the higher &am&ion pressure is seen to 
agree well with the free flight results from MO = 0.85 to 0.95 and from 
MO = 1.10 to 1.18. 

It should be noted that Fig.5 uxlicates that there may be a small 
Reynolds number effect on the Standard head. In Appendix I it is suggested 
that this may be caused by a Reynolds number effect on the flow through 
the dram hole. 

7.3 The Static Error of the Modifxd Head 

F~g.6 shows the pressuce coeffxlent Cp, for the modlfled head with 
zero mass flow through the static slots. The curves of Flg.6 closely 
resemble those of F1g.5, so that the main features of the flow are 
unchanged, but they are displaced downwards by about 0.01 at subsonic to 
0.02 at supersonIc speeds. A sim~1s.r displacement was observed in the 
free flight test of a head with the pitot entry blocked7. This displace- 
merit is of the same order as that obtaxned by sealing the drain hole of a 
Mark 8 hoa& in the rsnga from MO = 0.2 to M = 0.9. 

It will be seen by oomparlng Flg.5 vnth Fig.6 that any Reynolds 
number effect that may exist on the standard head 1s eliminated at subsonic 
speeds and considerably reduced at supersonic speeds. 

Fig.7 shows the C of the modified head with the rounded nose for 
zero mass flow through tRe static slots. Compared nnth Fig.6 the statlo 
pressure 1s little changed. Eence the static error LY usensitlve to this 
change of nose shape. Thus provzdes further support for the assumption of 
Section 2 that the external flow LY the same with the pito'c entry blocked 
five dumeters from the nose, as It 1s with the drau hole sealed. 

7.4 The Effect of Flow through the Static Slots 

The static pressure was measured for approxunately constant discharge 
or Inflow over the complete Mach number range (Fig.8). When HW was blown 
from the p&tot chamber to the tunnel the static pressure increased and 
when air was drawn from the tunnel to the pitot chamber the static pressure 
decreased. The posItion and magnitde of the raped variations in C 
are unchanged so that these mass flows have not altered the main fea ures ? 
of the flow. 

The detailed variation of Cp 
"/q" at MO = 

with the dimensionless mass flow 
0.915 and 1.125, IS shown in Flg.9: some povlts at 

MO = 1.130 and 1.153 have also been mcludod. The shape of the graphs 
near the orlgln could not be determined because the measured values were 
within the experimental errors. 

This non-dlmenslonal representation xndicates that within the 
experlmental accuracy the variation of the statlo error mth mass flow 
through the enlarged drain hole is independent of Reynolds number. 

Fig.9 shows that the points given lie on straight lines which, It, 
may bc noted, cut the "/mc aXis at approximately 0.15 and -0.15. The 
slopes of thes,e lines are 0.008 and 0.015 at MO = 0.915 and 1.125 

respectively, &o that the order of magnitude of 52 5 is 1 O-* . 
d "/mc 

* If the small loss caused by the bow wave is neglected, "/Q will be 
1 in level flight for the standard head when MO lies between 1.00 and 1.18. 



Two possible causes of this error are: 
(1) the pressure drop across the slots due to the mass flow, or 

(2) the pressure change in the external flow near the slots due to 
the mass flow. These possibllitles are new considered. 

The pressure, dp, required to drive the oholcing mass flow through 
the static slots of the modified head into air at rest was measured. It 
was found that: 

dp = 6.23 x -5 ICI x H x inohes of mercury. 

The corresponding error in C 
P 

when iNo = 1.0 would be 

and as 

dp 
- = 1.7 x IO-4 

q 
m= 1.0 a -32 =Ge = , 7 x ,o-" 

'dm 
/mc ' ' ' 

m c 

&L=, ,(j2 This is much smaller than the experimental order of magnitude of d m . . 
‘m0 

Hence the measured static error with the free stream zn motion cannot be 
attributed to the pressure drop across the slots. 

Assuming that the principal effect of the mass flow from the static slots 
is to deflect the external flow, the order of magnitude of &is deflection 

CL may be used to calculate the correspcndlng value of d m . 
‘m0 

If the mainstream IS supersonic 2 = 1.0. If the mass flow is divided 
c 

evenly between the front and rear slots (both of which extend half way round 
the tube) the velocity normal to the slots is: 

m 
u =A 

where d = the head diameter = 0.75 inches 
and t = the slot width = 0.030 inches. 

The order of magnitude of the deflection 8, on the otk.side of the 
boundary layer is then: 

where a- = the free stream velocity of sound. 
0 

Hence 
m 

e=o-&.-?-. 
c 

1 P"%\ 
asps q ' PO <I 

where a. and p are the stagnation velocity of sound and the density. If 
the apprtpriate &ues are substituted in this equation it is found that: 

e = O(O.5O). 
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At M = 1.10 it is found from tables that 
of 0.30 gives an ancrease in C 

P 
of 0.04. 

cp = O(O.04) 
or sulce m 3 = 1.0 

c 

the shock wave givl.lg a deflectIon 
Hence we have 

2 $- = O(O.c&). 
m 

0 

The assumption of a simple flow deflection thus predicts the order Of 
magnitude of the measured pressure errcr. The real flow will, of course, 
be more complex. The shock wave wlllbe fcllowed by an expsnslon wave which 
will influence the stntx pressure at the rear slcts, apart frcm any 
pressures transmitted through the boundary layer. 

The correlation an Fig.9 between the poan'cs at different stagnation 
pressures indicates that there is no Reynolds number effect on the enlarged 
dram hole. 

g-%- fcr dascharg In Figs. 10, 11, 12 snd 13 the slopes d m e and inflow 
'mc 

at the two stagnatwn pressures, are plotted against the true itioh number. 
(Op origins are assumed at m/m,o = 0.15 and -0.15 SC that the slopes are 
consastent with those of Psg.9). At most iviach numbers only three mass flows 
were measured, hence the considerable scatter of the points. C varied 

P 
wdely from M 

0 
z 0.97 to 1.05 so that the scatter oncreased in this range. 

However, the other pornts show that the drain hole error increases with 
Bach number . 110 sxgnifxext Reynolds number effect can be affirmed from 
.hgs.lO-13 because the Reynolds number effect as small ccmpared worth the 
scatter. 

The present results can be used tc detemnine the effect cf d~vang or 
clvnbx-~g upon the static error if the mass flow rntc the sircraft static 
system is known. An example and further dxxussion 1s g?+ven UI Appendix IT. 
In this Appendrx the mass flow into an aircraft statac system with a volume 
of 100 cubic inches has been estimated for a rate of descent cf 1000 ft/ 
second at an altitude of 27,000 ft. This mass flow xoduces an error in 
Indacated height of about 1+0 ft at a Liach number of 0.915 snd of 90 ft at a 
Nach number of 1.125. Thus the error in this exallple 1s small. 

a Conclusions 

Tests made on the standard Xk.9A pltot siatxo head show that the drain 
hole does not produce a measurable error in the pitot pressure of the 
standard head. 

The drain hole does however introduce a positive error in the indicated 
static pressure which is nearly doubled between Mach numbers of 0.915 and 
I.125 and has possibly a small variation vmth Reynolds number. 

The variataon of the static pressure error from MO = 0.80 to l.j8 
is insensitive~to the differences of nose shape tested. , 

The relation between the statx error and the flow through the static 
slots has been measured. Prcm these results the error corresponding with 
a high rate of,descent for a typical aircraft system has been estunated snd 
fcund tobe small, 
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The indicated static pressure m?.s su&ect to tunnel interference in 
the range frcm Mo = 0. '35 to 1.10. 

a 
cp = ps - PO 

9 

cPO 

% 

%d 
d 
dp 
dM 
H 

HS 

M 

M, 

m 

% 

PS 

PO 

9 = i+ PO vo2 

t 

P 

6cP 
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APPENDIX 1 

The possible Re,ynolds nwber Effect of the Drain Hole - 

Table 1 fwnlshes a chec!c on the possible ReynoMs nmber effect of 
the drain hole. 

CPS is the Cp of t'le standard head obtained from Fq.5. 
% I3 

the Cp of the modlfud head mlth zero mass flow obtnlned from Flg.6. 

The difference between Cp, - CPM 1s the error produced by the 
stand<ard dram hole. m/,% IS the dlmenslonless mass flow through the 
drain hole at a given Mach number, taken from the drain hole cnllbration 

curve. d.32 
fJ. "/mc 

is the approprlltc slope taken from Figs. 10 and 11. 

This slope, when irultipl~ed by the mass flow,should gx.ve the error 
produced by the drain hole 

1. e. cP - cP 
=a-% n 

0 d in/,, ( 1% 
- 0.15 

> 
. 

The difference between ths measured error aud the calculated error 1s 
called d CI, m Table 1. 

Tt should be noted that the comparmon made In Table 1 qnores 
possible statx errols caused by dlffercnoes in the external sl:Tpe of' the 
heads due to m?nuf'actxrmg tolerances. Tests In free flight on star&& 
heads lndicnted that the dlfferencc in mstrunent error was Ilkely to be 
to.002 111 Cp at Mo = 1.0. Swh a difference could alter the average 
value of d C 

P 
given I.* Table 1, 

For a gxven mass flow the Reynolds number of tne flow througn the 
standard drain hole 1s twice that of the modified head. This Increase m 
Rc;molds nmber might be expected to mcrease the chok1r.g mdss flow mc 
and hence glvc a greater crrtr In Cp for the stendard head than for the 
mohfied head. Hcnco if there wert no shape effects on the heads 

CP, - CPm' cP - CP, 

:. d Cp > 0 for both H = 4.0 f 20 inches of mercury. 

The fact that d Cp 1s negative for H = ?O inches of mercury suggests 
that a shape effect does exist. It may be ellmlnnted by compsrlng 
cP, - cPm for both stagnation pressures. If there 1s an Increase m mc 

due to the increase in Reynolds number 

(%, - Cp,) H;= 40 should be greater than (Cps - Ch) H = 20. 

Table 1 shov~s~that this conditlon is satufled. 
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lvt?imrDIX II --- 

The Effect of Rate of Descent 

In this appendix the order of magnitude of the static error caused by 
rate of descent at trcanson~c speeds is calculated for a typical aircraft 
system. 

Tne mass flow unto a static chamber of volu,,e V, due to the rate of 

change of densaty 2!2 
6) 

of- the air enclosed, is, 
t 

if? m=V . 
at 

at 26,003 f-t ( corresponding, with the tunnel tests at 20" I%,s stagnation 
press&e) the‘ratn of char& of atmospheric densrty for 
of 1000 ft/sec is 

2 = 3.65 x 1O-5 slugs/ft3/sec. 
dt 

If this value of St is used with sn enclosed volume of 
dt 

the outfkwr from the statx system is 

m = -2.;1 x 10 
-6 

SlUgS/SG 

- I 
a rate of descent 

100 cubic inches 

At 26,003 t't and a Mach nmber = 0.915 
Hg and from rquation (1) 

the stagnatron prcsswe H = 13.3” 

m = 3.74 x 10 
-6 

C 
slugs/set. 

The static error due to this mass flow is 

6c = 
P ( 

“/In0 + 5.15 
> 

QL - 
6. m/m c 

and from J3g.13 d-JL 1s 0.008 at MO = 0.915 
d “‘/In 

c 

and 0.015; at II = 1.125. F-xxx 
0 

scp = 
( 

-2.11 + 
3.74 

at hi = 0.915, 

0.15 >( > 
0.003 = 0.0033 

which corresponds to a height diffcrencc of 40 ft. 

At 26,000 ft and a Mach number hi = 1.125, H = 23.4" Iig so that 
m = 

C 
4..a1 x 10-6 slugs/xx. The static error is then -0.0043 and the 

corresponding height difference is 90 ft. 

It should be noted that this static error is a difference bekeen the 
true static pressure and. the static chsmbcr pressure; it is not a difference 
between thr. true static and the instrument chamber pressure but it does 
give a qualitative value for tile altitude error. 
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.  1 

H = 40 inches of mercury - MO 
1 0.95 

1.10 

1.15 

1.10 

% 
Fig. 5 

0. Cl 0 

0.027 

0.029 

0.032 
-- 

0.009 
0.013 

0.012 

0.014 
-- 

11 = 20 mches'of mercW?y 

I 

$4, 

0.95 0.011 0.009 0.002 0.86 

1.10 a017 0.007 0. Cl 0 1.00 

1.15 0.014 0.005 0.009 1.00 

1.10 0.022 0.007 0.015 1.00 
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cP - % 
Enlai-& d CP 

dram hole 

0.005 0.m 

0. 012 0.002 -I- 0.014 O.CC3 

0.015 0.003 

--- 

0.0072 

0. Cl 25 

0.0152 

cP - cp, 
Xnlargd d Cp 

dram hole 
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HEMISPHERICAL NOSE. 

(a.) NOSE OF STANDARD MK.9A. PITOT STATIC HEAD. 

ARALDITE --( 
FILLING OF 

*ROUNDED NO& 
NOiE BLOCK. FRONT AND 6EAR SLOTS. 

W NOSE OF MODIFIED MK.9A. PITOT STATIC HEAD. 

FIG. I.(a 8 b) HEADS TESTED. 
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THROAT AND BEGINNING OF SLOTS. ENO OF SLOTS. 

FRONT AND REAR. 
CROSS SHAFTS. 

/ FAIRING. 

FIG.3.GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MK.9A. PITOT-STATIC HEAD 
IN R.AE. 3 FT. TUNNEL. 

SCALE :- ‘/24 PLAN VIEW. 
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FIG.4. PITOT PRESSURE ERROR OF 
STANDARD MK.9A. .PITOT STATIC HEAD. 
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0.08 

CP 

0.06 

o-04 

0 

. 
- 0*02 

- 0.04 

0 

MASS FLOW m THROUGH SLOTS = 0. 

FIG.6. STATIC PRESSURE ERROR OF MODIFIED MK.9A. PITOT STATIC HEAD. 
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0.08 - 

CP 
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FIG.8. EFFECT OF DISCHARGE AND INFLOW ON THE STATIC PRE SSURE. 

i.008 + -004 

H = 20”Hg. H-4dHg. 
MAXIMUM REAOING ERROR. 
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H = 4O’Hg. MODIFIED HEAD. 
Ae& %itc 5 + I 
-o-o- vmc = 0 
s “4nc &-I 
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X SLOPE OF LINE FROM FIG 6. VARIES WIDELY. 
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FIG. 13. MODIFIED HEAD H= 26 Hg. SLOPE OF Cp AGAINST INFLOW. 
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